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Abstract 

In January 2007, when New York Senator Hillary Clinton announced her candidacy for 

President, her first online video post said she was “In it to win it!” Clinton’s use of the Internet to 

announce her campaign was followed by 353 online campaign videos posted throughout the 18-

month primary. This dissertation project is a rhetorical analysis of ten of Clinton’s videos as they 

were situated within the context of the larger campaign and within the context of YouTube as 

both social networking and video distribution site. The relationship between the campaign videos 

and the cultural practices surrounding the digital media highlights a conflict between traditional 

methods of campaign rhetoric and the persuasive functions of digital technology. The research 

for this project was split into two levels of rhetorical analysis. The first part explores the 

rhetorical strategies of ten of Clinton’s videos using Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of speech genres. 

This analysis identifies three speech genres that the candidate deployed throughout the Primary 

and highlights how those genres were situated within YouTube as a communication sphere. The 

second level of analysis uses Michel de Certeau and Yi Fu Taun’s discussions of place and 

space to explore the interaction between Clinton’s speech and the locations where it was 

situated. The overall research points to a problem with the conceptualization of interactivity 

in online political campaigns. Clinton’s early videos show the campaign attempting to 

dialogue with YouTube users as a means of accessing the interactive capabilities of digital 

technologies. The problem with these early attempts to dialogue with Internet users can be 

attributed to a combination of social and technical limitations. In later videos the campaign 

adopted other rhetorical techniques, such as parody and polyphony, which Bakhtin describes 

as forms of double-voicedness. The speech genres within these videos manage to both avoid 

the social limitations of campaign communication and work with the interactive features  of 



the technology used to deliver the videos. The analysis indicates that double-voicedness is a 

much more successful rhetorical strategy than dialogue within the context of political 

campaigns online. 

 


